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FICTION

Craft

GENRE: Select One

Does the author use good
writing skills: strong voice,
good word choice, accurate
descriptions, interesting
dialogue and effective
imagery?

Yes

COMMENTS
This book is written to reflect life in a Northwestern Arctic village and does so
accurately. The author lived and worked as an educator in an Alaska Native
village and it is clear that she is able to relate the culture through her writing and
illustrations of the characters and setting.

NONFICTION
Are text & illustrations

Organization organized clearly? Do they

N/A

facilitate understanding &
engagement?

Accuracy

Are the information &
illustrations accurate? Are
resources cited?

Authority

Does the author/illustrator
have background or
credentials that qualify
them to write this book?

N/A

N/A

PICTURE BOOKS OR ILLUSTRATED BOOKS

Artistry

Are the illustrations
skillfully rendered? Do
they complement &
extend the text?

Are illustrations engaging? Is
Visual Appeal the design appealing?

Yes

The author's father was an illustrator for Disney and she clearly has the same
skill. The setting, characters and animals are all appropriate for reflecting the
Northwestern Arctic.

Yes

The illustrations engage the reader because they depict appropriate emotions of
the characters. They humorously tell the story of a cozy setting that gets too
crowded and the effects this has.
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CULTURAL APPROPRIATENESS

Do text & illustrations

SELECT ONE

Yes

Inclusiveness address racial, cultural,
and gender equality?

Cultural
Awareness

Attribution

Does the book promote
cultural awareness?

Are appropriate
attributions made to the
source of the story, if
applicable?

Yes

Yes

Is controversy associated No

Cultural
with this book? (Notes
Acceptance please)

INDICATORS OF EXCELLENCE

Audience

Kid Factor

Are text & illustrations
appropriate for intended
age group & audience?

The characters encompass archetypal indigenous roles. There are set gender and
cultural norms and both text and illustrations reflect this appropriately. Example:
grandmother picking leaves from the harvested salmonberries; making beaver skin
clothes.

The setting and characters accurately depict simple and complex dynamics of
Northwestern Alaska Native culture. The moral could be considered an Alaska
Native value of not complaining and appreciating what you already have.

The story is an Alaska Native interpretation of the Yiddish tale by Zemack, "It Could
Always Be Worse."

Another book in this series "Kumak's Fish" has some controversy associated. Please
see:
http://ankn.uaf.edu/Resources/mod/glossary/showentry.php?
courseid=8&eid=9163&displayformat=dictionary

SELECT ONE

Yes

Will young people want to Yes
read or listen to this story?

Does the book stimulate

COMMENTS

Yes

COMMENTS

The illustrations are luminous in nature and will engage intended audience and
beyond because they give a humorous glimpse into village life in Buckland, Alaska.

The story is told in a silly tone and because it is an age old folk tale with a clear
moral solution for complaints which still exist in contemporary times it has appeal.
With each page, the story becomes more fantastic ending with a whale in the house.

Readers are lured into turning each page to see just how much can fit in the house.
This book encourages looking at problems by changing perspective.

Engagement imagination, critical
thinking, curiosity?

Educational
value? Does it enhance
Relevance curriculum?

Does this book have

Yes

Is the book in print or
available from libraries?

Yes

Timeliness

Has the Book won any
awards?

No

Awards

Because of the archetypal indigenous characters and setting in the Northwest Arctic
it has value to teach aspects of this culture. It also speaks to the SEL (social and
emotional learning) topic of recognizing and appreciating what one has.
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A retelling of the Yiddish tale found in "It Could Always Be Worse" told in an Alaska Native context, a family is advised by
grandmother to bring animals into their home, until it is so crowded they appreciate what they had before.

One Sentence
Summary

A lighthearted story about a crowded family home. Taking the advice of Aana Lulu, they bring in more and more animals
until the house is packed. Once the animals are sent out, the home seems spacious and liveable once again. Sound
familiar? Yes, it's the same as the Yiddish folk tale "It Could Always Be Worse," only Alaska style. The illustrations are
cartoonish watercolors in lovely pastels.

Comments, Notes,
Annotations

Additional Awards & Other Reviews:
http://www.educationoasis.com/book-central/book-reviews/kumaks-hou
se/
http://www.strongnations.com/store/item_display.php?i=2137&f=
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